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Introduction

CHAPTER 0. INTRODUCTION

The present research constitute:» a quest for an approach to

describing language use capable of integrating the findings of

disciplines such as linguistics, anthropology, sociology and

philosophy within a pedagogical framework based on the

concept of communicative competence. This concept is defined

as the different kinds of knowledge and skills that an individual

must have in order to be considered a fully integrated member

of a social group.

From a theoretical point of view, the concepts and methods

that are used must be considered in the light of a fairly recent

tradition in language research which is known as discourse

analysis or conversational analysis, the main concerns of which

are (i) to discover some kind of structure in verbal interaction

beyond the level of the sentence, and (ii) to establish a

relationship between language and its speakers and hearers.

From a methodological point of view, this tradition of scholarly

research favours an inductive vs. a deductive method based on

dati obtained from reil performance rather than from the

intuitions of the 'in§uist. This means that the language to be



analyzed will be Mittet regularized, nor standarized, nor

decomextualised (Lyon IfM).

The interest of studies like this lies in the fact that

although the concept of communicative competence is at the

base of the functional-notional approach to language teaching,

there have hardly been any attempts from the point of view of

applied linguistic« , to study systematically the kind of verbal

moves that a spoVtr has to make in the course of a verbal

interaction in order to produce the impression of being

communicatively competent.

The idea suggested by discourse analysts such as Cou 11 hard

and Montgomery (1981), for example, according to which a

verbal interaction consists of a series of moves which succeed

one another following a series of rules, seems to be able to

account only for some of the frequent communicative routines

in which speakers become involved in their daily life. However,

it cannot explain the high degree of creativity aid inferencing

that speakers show when interacting. Another concept that is

absent from this type of description of conversational discourse

is that of context, which must be understood not only as the

1 See, for menace, (jumper/. J. el tí. (1979), Cnnt-uiik: A tiudy of

croti-iultumi communication Eoglaod: Nalmaii C rnirt of ledttiiri«!

Language Traiawg.
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succession of moves that precede ami follow a specific linguistic

segment, but also as all those physical and socio-cultural

constraints that affect the production of speech.

In general, when looking at foreign language textbooks one

has the impression that the Chomskyan division between

linguistic competence and linguistic performance has not been

overcome and that what we find in these books are samples of

communicative compéleme rather than communicative

performance, obtained through role-play sessions with a clear

pedagógica! purpose and no real social outcome. What I mean

by this is that, in genera! both the specific pedagogical purpose

of the activity and the artificiality of the situation seem to force

the subjects to behave according to their intuitions about what

verbal interaction should be like rather than what it actually u.

The reason for the absence of natural performance data may be

that there is no well-defined methodological framework which

will allow the language pedagogue to approach natural verbal

performance on a systematic basis, while accepting the speakers'

capacity for constantly negotiating the meanings they exchange.

The idea underlying the whole íesearch is that the verbal

means available to the competent speaker of a language are

strategical!' deployed following a series of *i equipments

having to do with social and communicative principles .vhich ire

not necessarily universal. It is through this strategic deployment

of verbal, as well a? non-verbal means, that the individual will



satisfy his/her needs as a social human being.

The research will, therefore, be structured around two

main concepts: interactional requirement and strategy. Through

a flexible enough definition of the concept of interactional

requirement and the man> strategies that can be used by an

individual to cope with it, the analyst and the language

pedagogue should be able to effect the transition from context

to actual linguistic segments. The framework proposed confronts

an idea that all too often seems to be communicated to the

foreign language learner, namely, that just as there are rules for

establishing a on-r-to-one realtionship between form and

grammatical and lexical meaning, there are also rules for linking

form and function/notion on a one-to-one basis, tnereby

ignoring the capacity for inferencing and negotiation of

meaning.

Besides the applied objective of providing a

methodological support to the language teacher, the present

research is also intended us comrihimon to a theory of discourse

strategies within which it is possible to specify the linguistic and

cultural knowledge that participants in an interaction must share

in order to maintain conversational involvement and, thereby,

achieve their goals. The relevance of communicative situations

between university professors and students in Western societies

cannot be ignored, especially if we take into consideration that

the social function of the university h to train and ultimately
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select certain individuals for specific social roles. % analyzing

verbal interactions between individuals with a clear social role

the present study must also acknowledge the influence of and its

adscript ion to sociolingüístic approaches to language variation,

style and discourse. Therefore, from this point of view, the

results of the analysis can be contrasted with those obtained

from other types of interactions with a similar or different

structure of social roles: doctor-patient, employer-employee,

shop-assistant-customer, friends, strangers, etc.

Finally, it is also important to remember that the type of

analysis of language use proposed is addressed to speakers of a

more or less distant culture, whose own social and

communicative principles can be used as a spring-board to

understand the principles that guide the ^s<* of language in the

target culture. It is because of this third interest that chapter

VII is dedicated to analysing the same type of speech event in a

different culture. It becomes clear, in the first place, that the

concepts of interactional requirement and strategy can be used

to provide a rational Hasis for certa i r ifferences which would

otherwise be considered as anecdotic or simply as fuzzy

impressions. In the second place, 1 show how different cultures

may have different definitions of the social and communicative

requirements their interactions abide by. Therefore, it is also

possible to claim sn adscription of this research to the

subdiscipiine of contrastive analysis, the ultimate aim being that

of providing an explanation for the specificity of certain
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linguistic features which htvt te taught.

Hie study is clearly divided into two parts. Hie first one,

including chapters I to IV, offers a review of previous research

and basic concepts which leads to the proposal of an analytic

framework. Chapter I is a reflection upon the two concepts

which appear in the title: pragmatics and communicative

conpetencc. Chapter I! reviews the main systematic approaches

to the analysis of verbal interaction: sociolingüístics,

conversation analysis, discourse analysis and the ethnography of

speaking. In chapter HI the basic concepts which will be used

for the analysis are discussed and defined Chapter IV proposes

the framework for analysis which will be applied in the second

part of the study.

The chapters included in the second part, chapters V to IX,

are devoted to the analysis of the data according to the

framework proposed in the first part. Chapter V introduces the

data analyzed as well as the techniques used for their collection.

Chapters VI and VII dea! with the English and Catalan speech

events respectively. Chapter VIII takes one of the English

encounters and analyzes it as a whole. Chapter IX presents, in

the first place, some theoretical and methodological conclusions

for the study of language use. In the second place, a series of

contrasts between the two groups of encounters jrc pointed out.

Finally, some suggestions are made about the pedagogical

usefulness of the type of analysis presented.

•10-



In the next few pages of this chapter I an ping to try to

present in a framework of linguistic phenomena something

which at first 1 could only define as a 'taste*. A taste is always

easily perceived but not so easily defined or explained. This

metaphor seems very appropriate to talk about some of the

phenomena of social interaction that we all sense, but which we

do not know how to define.

Before starting the kind of research I present in the

coming chapters, I always had the impression that there was

something 'mysterious' in my conversations with native speakers

of English. It was something I could not identify, but which

somehow made the interactions in which I participated different

from those I could witness among native speakers of the

language. My training in structural linguistics was not enough to

help me identify what was happening. Of course, I made

mistakes at the phonological, morphological, syntactic and

lexical levels of the language, but there was still some 'residual

difference* between my interactive speech and that of native

speakers.

for a while I could only diagnose my speech us missing

that kind of dressing that makes verbal interactions sound

natural. Later on, I came to the conclusion that through my

speech I was unable to do two basic thinp. In the first place,

readings such as Goffman (i967, 1981), Gumpen and Hymes

•11-
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(1972), and Brc-n and Uvinson (1978), among others, made

me aware of the fact that I was not showing myself as a member

of the social group. 1 had very few expressions to 'work on'

different degrees of politeness, for example. In general I had a

hard time finding the appropriate expressions, that is those

suitable to the specific situation (formal-informal,

distant-affective, etc.). My second inability, 1 could diagnose it

thanks to readings such as t hoc e by the euincmethodological

school (e.g. Schegloff 1982, Jefferson 1984, Sacks 1984). 1

realized that verbal interactions have a 'mechanics' of their own,

that they must be understood as a 'joint venture' in the

construction of textual meaning, and that every single particle

can be explained in terms of strategic needs of the imeractants.

In the following paragraphs, 1 will attempt to show how

native speakers succeed in doing the kind of things I have

mentioned in the previous paragraph. The analysis is intended

to point out a series of linguistic strategies which are seldom

made explicit and practised in the foreign language classroom.

In sum, I will attempt to show the measure of detailed analysis

which real speech requires if we are to capture those subtleties

that make language usage sound natural or native-like.

The interactions presented below are organized into three

different sets according to the task intended in each of them.

The first group (la, Ib, le, and Id) have the act oí thanking as

-12-



their ititral oPJtct, t ht second group (2a, 2b, 2c, and M)

develop around the MI of requesting ma the third group (3a, 3b,

3c, and 3d) takes the Ml of disagKtment m the reason for the

verbal encounter.

Encounters labelled a, b, and c were elicited throi'sh §

scries of role-play sessions which took place among native

speakers of American English ana native speakers of peninsular

and Puerto-Rican Spanish. The participants in encounters a are

both native speakers of American English. Encounters b and e

involve interactions between a native speaker of American

English and a non-native speaker with different levels of

competence. The conversation! of the d group have been taken

from textbooks of current use among teachers and learners of

English. The reason for such a selection was, in the first place,

to show some relevant features of interactional speech, and

secondly to be able to emphasize the contrails between the way

native speakers take part in an interaction and the way

non-native speakers participate depending on their degree of

communicative competence in American English. Finally, the

inclusion of conversations from textbooks is intended to show

the pps between what really happens in an interaction and what

books say happent. On'y in 3d can we see tome efforts made

towards a more 'faithful* representation of actual speech. The

possible differences in register are not an obstacle for the

comparison among the four communicative ac.ivities. The

reason for this is that the phenomena to be analyzed are present

43-



in any interaction, and what changes is the participants'

interpretations.

A total of four subjects took part in the role-play sessions.

They were all females, aged between twenty and twenty-five.

Two of them (Janice and Jana) were native speakers of

American English. The other two had Spanish as their native

language. Paloma was a native from Spain who had been living

in the U.S. for about five years when the experiment took place.

Maritza was from Puerto Rico. At the time of the experiment

she had been in the U.S. for about two months, attending a

special programme of English for Foreign Students. Back in her

country English is the second official language. She studied it

through primary and secondary education. During her higher

education about 70% of the courses were taught and used

textbooks in English. Janice, Jana and Paloma were enrolled in

a graduate course in Linguistics together with the researcher.

Special care was taken thet the task the subjects were asked

to develop was une with which they were familiar, and,

consequently, could not place them out of their ordinary role.

Both participants were given a role-play card with some

contextual information, but there was only one clear Initiator'

or participant who initiated the interaction (Janice, Paloma and

Maritza). The cards contained the following information:

-14-
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(a) Situation I (expected reaction: thanking)

There wa» a change in the regular schedule fur Ibis cías» Of all
the peuple io l be c!au nobody thought »f calling you bul (be
pcnoa il froni of you."

(b) Situation 2 (expected reaction: request)

"You could not come io class last week, and yoi« would like to
have i he Boles from that class *

(c) Situation 3 (expected reaction: disagreement)

"LaM week the person io from of you proposed the cUu to have
only oae final «am, without a mid-term. You ihiok that it would
be better to have both a aid-term and a final"

-15-



UM,

fr now are you «oft* Jato
J» VENU fe WÄjhfldjf
í- di «tjrlpí as IM f«
j. — UB* y« di(h)(l
J A 1laÊit fQr

know realy I wooklVe been sftmf at

>J and you wookTve been gomg on wntoat
me

I- yeah weU I thonght y« bad to know

tóeme tato da» and then kind rf be
f»t of tonca wfch everybody

J- er God \latghter]

# le M»ta»J«na (thaking)

M W Jaw bow are you
J- fad how are you doisf
M- fine and yon
J' good rat fool
M- ttak you for for tefitaf me

tlut the eta» txgto wl bet*
eta - d» early

i~ early yeab yab I wanted
yon m know becaoie I didn't want
yon waft in • MV-kow tie since
you know h w« decided k« weck
and you weren't here -

M* ok what then« that the proféra
do did

#lb.

P- ch hi
I»
P-

I-

U Mam how «you
fbe MME* »oyoi tfcnt I coiud
fllBl IB BD0 AI tQHHI IQuMf
eft ye* I tbOBfbt voo shoud

It tinoe yon wem't tere

P- eft y«h that • troc - why did yoi

wiqp just un ÛMX yoa weren't here
I waanl yoa lo kan» tel we were

be - ID come into
haï-bour km

p. ^
P- «ho who «id you about my phone

I- Vatgfuer] l ga It from the
P- ah —

* la. Tottbook (thaokxif )

R. HER are yaw arm
1C- Thanks, a's beca a narvc

evening, ft wai very kind of you
10 invite ut.

R- Doni mention h . ft was nice
to tat yon again.

K- Wal we enjoyed oundvei very

Rr nu glad . you
It Gaodniflii . and thanks ágata.
R- Ooodnfligt . and drive carefolr/

irt a very wet

(Boa. fftnhf , a and P. Vmey,
1983. Cauucnou. QtftnL* CMord
UWveraity Prea)

•16-
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t
I-

J-
l·

J-
>I

J-
>I
J-

J-

IBM were you fem M weak
T«*
yaè M I dJtaft «te É fen
(toftewj do /on thmk I emu
take • kit ia you warn from

CÉ MM» I daft tan» that ! tot
a «at* u UB
tit airight, your - fe

amaVmttJmt llaamal BVamMi

we J»* went wer * '**
cf thé chapters ubm I dot kww tf
yaiVe been keeping up with sane cf
tbíKX if» hard to
oci loo M forked ruai. feB-rise)
keep up wfcà them » modi « we
should __ Irat yeah you cu take>

I —a look at than and copy ft earn
you know the taifonnticn V you>

(ok
wait .................... . .....
yeah would you ratter I do that
or wouW ft be carier tf I loft than
and icRM them or sooeuimg
ohm thafd be ok tœ and you can just
five then back to me nen week _>

>J oo problem
J- ok
I- ok ?
J- great, thank«

#2b. (reqaw)

Jaaa you kaow nmethtag ? I w«nt
here m« ta» ao a* could I borrow

ill sue no problem ynu cap jtan you>I-

>I know n give them 10 yon and you
can Jan fir« then back to ne aert

P- yon »fort mind dont y«
t oh no not at al, mat'S fine
P- | ok became I

some people dot you know
I- \dmdda] BO
P-

* 2c Martaa^taa (requen)

M-

J-

M-
J-

M

M
J.

Jam I need the ocaes of the
• the cEat bet week if you can
eta« last week? | ok
yeah rve got them here uh do you
went just to take them 01 wifchi
aad copy them end give üwc '«,«£
ta ms moa week ?
do you need the odebuk aoMbook ?
ub I just you know I dart nave ft
m a binder. I caá Just ¿ve ;cu
the nota from tan weak and yon
caa jwt give meat - ...rn-

| I en I can oçy f you wajt
tf you awl the noKook, the aoei
ok M wk h« give neai tat to -ne
•an weak ___
sk thaak you

j dk T _ _J

•̂  2d. Textbook (requeu)

X- Debby. I want to aik you a bfe
favor. I w* wandering ft* I oaakJ
borrow your car Saturday Eight, I
have to go 10 my cousto's wedding
aad If i twenty mfls fitm here.

D- What tune do you need ft ?
X- Arenad 7JQQ.
D- Than flbt I won't be asmg ft

Saturday night
X- Thanks a kt I rent/ appreciate.

SM and I
1985. Spvàmg mà Seda ttunatm

CM. NI.- Prentice Hi)
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j-

I*

were y« dM
rhô nM that they ft* w«

hwe a fhrt «• T
yeah l 4M Ht l doit ftajv foi

dofcg • nfcHenB me • flau you
know I MM the Bad-Wni dcEng ft on
that «ft« wai ft the Ou*»* 1 oh
rtn ta reafty sure that the I
enoBgh to nasfty awk/w ft «
• yeah wd tt noybe na te
subject • the warkl but ft shaddnt
be that banl tut ft waU kftM of
HWfl öttE tmlß tBuEBß Ä •D» BniOPB
wd that's true but uh - and I I

ft would bdp us to Ho« ho« she

J-

**t kBav t̂ «• • Bttte
aww ft I I kW cf OB » have JIM
cne final —

| ! dal IM» I
everything MM up at the voy

there «re so

J-
>
J-

I-

wei that's orat but yen know we've
got cor pKjectt too that wffl be fating
sane rf the grade «I and being a hrge>

jycrii
fan <f -

| yah ! got» wei
probably ate a voe I don't know
yah

I- BOM*?

I- *m
I*.
I- «cat«tea-

M
l·

I ai tel

I - ̂ É1 pifar J« É·rto·a·d

• l
^^^^^^^^^^^ ̂ ^^ ̂ ^^^g^^^^tjiW 10 •••••¥ DHH BOPr wDT <•!••*
^ ̂ •̂ P····W tjfmmg ^^^ «^b

forat ya* femtio 1 Angh w

i «MU a» IM ttij I tot •»

F- )«E

9 SA. Texoaac (a&agicaaent)

S- (-) wat cf the people in
the ocuntry have get a far
honor standard rf living
and we're just oaring to
Knns with ft _ un , it's _

M- Wd, y« I , I agree _ !
mean you've got a point
that, tel people have got a
benentandard cf Bving, but
you're living ta a fofs
pvatUke, if you thtak thai
ffilft CHB ODBÖBOC

S- On, icafty ?
R- One off «, Mikt I, 1

dfcagrce I thtak dm if (_)

(Roa JOBA, L (1977) 1978.
ñutcoau cf English.

UWvenüy Pre»)
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fatruductiou

Taking pari ió • conversation is one of our daily tasks

which we seldom stop and consider in detail. We rarely think of

it as the result of learned knowledge and skills. Nevertheless,

this unawareness can become uncovered when we are faced with

the need to participate in a conversation taking place in a

culture other than our own, abiding by a different set of beliefs,

conventions and expectations, developing in different

circumstances, and using a different linguistic code.

Conversations have their own 'mechanics', susceptible to

being adapted to the specific socio-cuhural contest. The

decision to analyze how a 'successful* conversation is attained is

a basic requirement if we want to train people not just to be

ab'e to convey messages but also to behave in a specific society

causing the least disrupture in it.

What happens during a verbal encounter can be expressed

by means of three tasks each of the participants is responsible

for; (i) cooperate, (ii) play the gane, and (iii) gel the message

through.

In the first place entering a conversation means starting or

continuing a relationship with another person. It also means

behaving according to certain social, ethical principles s-ch as

solidarity and politeness, and, finally, assuming that the other

person(s) expect(s) to live a life as happy as possible.

Cooperation ii the key concept which summarizes all the

participants' efforts made around those principle« and
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loiroductioa

assumptions. Secondly, conversations take place between two or

mort people, under certain circumstances and limitations of the

people themselves and of the surroundings. Because of this, the

participants must follow certain basic rules to achieve an orderly

and efficiently organized task. This is what I define as playiig

IN gam*, alluding to Wittgenstein's notion of language-game,

which must be understood as the indefinite variety of speech

events that humans can invent (Wittgenstein, 1958). Finally,

every conversation has a purpose even though sometimes this

purpose may just be 'passing the time*. In order to achieve that

purpose messages must be exchanged and negotiated and this

requires the participant to concentrate some of his/her efforts

on expressing the message(s) in a clear and coherent way. This

is the task defined as getting the message through.

COOPERATING

Participants in an interaction are required to ensure that

the physical act of conveying and receiving information takes

place in favourable circumstances of receptiveness and

willingness to contribute. They must acknowledge, more or less

explicitly, both the social reality surrounding the interaction

and, in the end, the social nature of the human beings with their

need to be part of a community.

-20-



Cooperation imposes certain restrictions on how a subject

should be treated* mainly because of the possible danger of

giving an image of self contradictory with the principle. In

encounters 3a and 3b we can see that even though Janice and

Paloma knew for sure that Jana had suggested having just one

final exam, 'hey still introduce the topic with a tentative

question, thus avoiding an excessively aggressive tone:

(3a) J- Jana were you the person last bit

week who said that iheyjusl wanna

haw a final exam ?

(3b) P- were you the ooe that yiid the

other day that we ihoulda'1 have

a mid-term or something ?

We see, on the other hand, how Maritza, the less competent

speaker, does not realize the need of providing a preface either

in set 3 (3c) or in set 2 (2c).

There is a constant effort on both parts to avoid direct

confrontation. This is done by prefacing the turn with

expressions which seem to support the previous speaker's

argument. Examples of this phenomenon appear especially in

set 3, where what is at stake is the expression of opposite

opinions.
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lolroductkw

(te) J- yeah well h't maybe not ike greatest
subject io the world but

(te) i- well (hat's truc bul uh - and I I
guess it would help us to know how she
you know tests and all thai but

(3b) I- yeah well that's you know

(3c) I- (...) I understand what you're sayiag ¡I'd be

This is not the case, however, with the non-native speakers.

In 3c Paloma's response to Jana's confirmation that it was her

who proposed to have just one final exam could be interpreted

as highly confrontational, in the sense that it may be understood

as questioning Jana's capacity of decision

(3b) I- yeah 1 1 brought that up when we
were talking about it in class
last week because uh

P- I . . , , ¡whydowtiy

do you thtnk $o

The confrontational nature of 3c is established very explicitly

from the very beginning of the encounter,

(3c) M- I *a¿ I am not I am noi according

with the idea thai our classmates

eh propo proposed (...)
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Introduction

The tact that Marina is attributing the proposal to the

classmates instead of to her addressee (and the role-card .s very

clear in that Jana was the one who made the proposal!) shows

that she is aware of the potential danger of direct confrontation

but she is just unable to find other expressions which, without

breaking the maxim of sincerity, would be useful for the goal

intended.

The favoured image of self is one that accepts and respects

other people's opinions and allows for u rectification whenever

necessary. Reducing the degree of asseriiveness is one very

efficient way of showing this attitude. This can be done by

showing some insecurity in the assertion or by prefacing it with

a parenthetical expression indicating that what is said is not a

general statement but rather a personal point of view

(3») I* yeah I did uh I dun'l know I'm jual

(3») I- (...) I \ktnJofMc lo have jusl

one final

(3b) I ( ) ub/i/imA with our projects and I he o

» final l hat that's enough

(3c) I- f ) I don'l know uhm

I'm ju!>l-*ffu/ of thought (hat u

would be nice
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s and irtseoiiitiei «re a characteristic jürt of

natural speech. f&aiuples such « those presented abov«; should

nos be confide red as UOGCBSCSOU» reactions but, on :he contrary,

a» part oí the set of Evicts Mr. comptftsra speaker has available

to give a not-exessyvely assertive presentation of self, Curiously

enough, of ih« !hree dii!agise% ¿elected írora textbooks only 3d

sho vs «his kind of

er aspect invciSvec in cooperatiorj is» teat of reducing

the denuUî'Ji pk«ced on the uiher^s), that b to say, taking ¿tint

conslderition '.heir ofgative face (i.e. the right noi to ot

imponed). Requests csn ceriftinly he messe, out seeds! core ra*sst

be taken &« thai ihey «re not kien 4a aii arbitrary íropoüiüo».

Tpis ib done by (i) expressing :h*m in ¿0 indirect way and (si) bv

providing à juutifkution. In ifec «ample below we ran see boil*

stratégie* N; ing ü^etí «t i^e same tin*«:

(¿*) -J- yctà felí I diJa'; «îsàe il Sa« *

l»âtifM<!/j (lu ̂ 0« !bÍSk i t.i.-Ui'JI

taie a iiKj» «i your BOI*;» Croîs

(hec ?

("&)) F- Jaoa ysa ii»* »»eAwj,"> l wasu'l

i>crc lui t'Bte jr< üb t »u k! S b',;-:r' •.-

vow actes .'

Whec we conipars üic two previous ways of

with the- r»»- Maritza realizes the «pee<ch act (2c)t the difference
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in directiu»* is clear. In spite of the fací that the later becomes

awaíe of ¡ï, we cannot help interpreting her request as arbitrary

(not providing a justification) and imposing (i statement about

her need,', instead of a question),

í /:«. ) M- Jaea ! seed the notei of l be

last wek if yo»i cao

One last ̂  í of cooperation consista of knowing how and

to close & pussibiy conflicting une of argumentation:

i; ukc a vote ! cion'i

í-

(.%) F- ye*}i

i>) M aà ibg tsicter wH •<•! 05 i(

PLAYÍNG THE CAME

Apart from the fact that conversation is the most common

way of exchanging information, it ii also necessary to consider it

as a special kind of activity, successfully developing thanks to

the participants* knowledge and skill in fallowing a series of

rules which ensure the game-like nature of the activity.
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Introduction

One of these ru'es is participating. Whit is meara by this is

that the coiiversionalist must constantly make explicit his/her

attention and willingness to contribute. In the fallowing

example Janice has already accomplished her goal of expressing

a request, nevertheless »he must still 'fill out* her corresponding

turns, in spite of the fact that she is not being asked to

contribute:

(2a) I- oh sure, I don i know that I took

• whole lui uh

J- u*i aln/cht, yuti w

mon legible than mine

I- \laugh(er\ we just weal over a few

of l he c tuple's uhm I don't know if

you've been keeping up with some of

those, it's hard to

J- not UM bad

Very often this same task is reduced to providing just some

feedback signris to keep the channel open:

(3b) P (...) for me you know su I thought we >

> P were gonna have two l erms

(3c) M- midiera and one final lest I think

that ú better to have two eh two

teus eh: because the material will >

I- mkm

> M be »ccurnulaic sccam
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This il another feature which is absent fron most of the

dialogues presented in textbooks (see Id and 2d) We see the

l>articipams investing their tu .is exclusively with an informative

function destined :o contribute directly to the achievement of

their own goals. The function of these back-channel signals is

not goal-directed but means-directed, that is, they are not

loaded with pragmatic meaning but rather they serve to

maintain the dialogic nature of the interaction.

In general, conversationalists must avoid inactivity, a term

which in conversation must be translated as silence. In cultures

such as the one the language of which we are analyzing

(mainstream American), fluency of speech is one index of

presentation of self. This is the reason why the use of 'fillers',

with very little pragmatic force, can be appreciated not only at

the level cf the encounter but also at the level of the turn.

Thèse particles help to avoid periods of apparent verbal (and

mental) inability, maintaining at the same time the rhythmic

nature of the discourse,

(2») t- yeah «A I didn't nuke a Uy week

(3b) 1- yeah well that's you know I mean

Expressions such as those emphasized should be very useful

to non-native speakers when they are faced with problems of

lack of knowledge of the system. The immediate provision of the



f
- y/««
rr

iMrodtKtioo

correct version of the form or the appearance of a pause can

undermine the impression of fluency which native speakers may

sometimes expect even of non-native speakers.

(3c) M- J§m i am not I am nul according
with the Mea that our classmates
eh propo proposed eh the last the
last week because I ««M - have ant
midiersr tad one final test I thiok

Lack of the required information at a certain stage in the

encounter may also be a cause of disrupture in the smooth

development of the activity. We realize that the expert language

user has some devices available to avoid the occurrence of these

situations. Sometimes a 'generalizing expression' is used

(allowing for some ambiguity). In some other cases the lack of

information is explicited but the development of the

conversation is not halted. Of the examples below the first two

refer to the former solution (i.e. 'generalizing expression') and

the third one refers to the latter solution (lack of information is

made explici!).

(3a) I- (...) it would help m to know how she
you know icsli and all ihm bul

(Se) 1- (...) i fell thai with

the project that we're doing aid

the partkip«lion «mf «w/f thai I
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Introduí k»

(3») l- (...)! «*M «»e •U·lei· doing il on
tk« vfetf MU A Ile C^mt-Hn f «h -

Any activity has an open ¡ stage and a closing stage, and

the participants must know ho\> *•* behave during those stages.

The opening stage is usually ch- «cterised by some introductory

work in which one of the participants demands the attention of

the other(i) and presents the topic. In encounters ia and Ib the

opening phase consists of the usual exchange of greetings. In 2a,

2b» 2d, 3a, and 3b we can appreciate clearly how this

'introductory work* is dene by looking at the first turn in each

of them. Closing the encounter requires some explicit marking.

In interaction* where on? of the participants has a specific goal

to accomplish, it is generally that sime participant the one who

initiates and clones the conversation. In the case of the request

(set 2) the four encounters are closed wi*h the expression of

gratefulness from the person requesting. In the disagreement

(set 3) it is always the initiator who stops the

argument-counterargument progression by appealing to some

external source of decision (i.e. voting, the teacher).
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GETTING THE MESSAGE WKOWH

The first and perhaps most important element ;n an

encounter is the fact that there is a message to communicate.

Conveying a message does not only require i knowledge of the

linguistic code at the grammar level but also at the level of

discourse. What is mainly at stake is constructing a 'tent* as

coherent as possible. This can be achieved basically by

progressively developing a topic or a point of view and marking

any movements away from and back to that topic. This is ho*

Schiffrin - 98?) explains the use of "well" at the beginning of

non-preft -red turns, that is turns which do not support what the

previous speaker said but rather oppose it. We can see this very

clearly in set 3 v »ere the main task is disagreement. The

contrast between a supportive and a non-supportive act can be

seen very well in the following t „ample, where i bt^ns the turn

with a non-supportive act and then switches into a supportive

one the first act is preceded by "weil" together with a

conjunction with an adversttive meaning, the second one by

"and":

(3c) I- wtü tfctt's true bul uh - end 1 1

guess it wou(d help IM to Itnov* ho* «the

The eipert language-user ha, ome other tools available to

manage topic. Sometimes a needs to be rephrased



cither btetuie thï address« is giving signs oí ¡acte of

understanding or because lite relevance of wnat has been said

requires certain insistence, 1 mean* is ihe merker signalling

s hat whit is coming nett is a variation on îhe samt message.

(SOI- (...)!'
rc«!ly »ol « tfa»i - waled

d«¡*§ * a» id- : c r« saní a ÍÏM! vois

know I mean îkt »W-iena doieg is ou

(3b) S- yeah ««i! ihct's you know / mean

it's ..... something new for me

The participants also run the danger of entering into

digression and then having to go back to the main topic of the

encounter:

I- keep up with them as at much a-, we

should but yeah you >

I \.......
> I ca« take t look al them aad copy n

Fart of the ability to convey a message consists of knowing

how to emphasize certain aspects of it and attitudes of the

speaker. This can be done by altering the syntactic structure of

the sentence. In 3a and 3b we have two initial ques'ions phrased

in a indirect way which could be perfectly expressed by means of
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• direct question (i.e. 'did you say you didn't wtnt a mid-term

exam?'). The question m it appears in the encounter implies a

absence of planned intentionality which help avoid

confrontation.

Another way of emphasizing specific aspect» is the addition

of words such as "just" and "really":

(2a)S (..,)!»» na IMA

give l ben back lo me DC*« week

(Sa) I- (...)!••/•«

rt«tt\ not l tal cxciied about

Some of the expressions we use, because of their common

appearance in speech have become somehow devoid of their

original semantic force. This is the reason why "emphasizers"

such as those mentioned above are needed. One more exampie

is the use of "jure" instead of "yes" (or "yeah") (2a). Jana in this

case wants to show her positive disposition toward* fulfilling

Janice's request, tat is why she uses "sure", i more expressive

word than "yeah*.

The absence from the speech of Mariiza (especially) and

Paloma of particles and expressions such as those emphasized in

this section also contributes to making their fpeech sound

'non* native*.
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Hi analysis te shown some conversational phenomena

which art rarely teilt with le the language classroom. The

complete transcription of the conversations should allow the

reader to evaluate the relevance of the features mentioned ami

see them in relation to the whole discourse context. The fact

that most of these characteristics cannot be found in either the

dialogues belonging to two of the textbooks ( id, 2d) or in the

speech of the speaker with least exposure to real interactions

makes one think of the possibility that the former circumstance

is responsible for the latter. Maritza, after so many years of

studying English as a second language, is still missing many of

the featurei that constitute communicative competence. One

reason for this could be the fact that at no stage of her learning

process was she made aware of them.
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PART A



CHAPTKK 1. PRAGMATICS AND COMMUNICATIVE

COMPETENCE

C.O. Introduction

This chapter is intended to define as well m explain the

relationship existing between the two concepts included in the

title of this dissertation. In the first section I will review two

different ways of understanding the concept pragmatics, and I

will reflect upon the consequences of adopting a pragmatic

approach to language. In the second section I will introduce the

concep» of communicative competence and its connection with

spoken interaction and strategics of language usage The third

section «rill deal with the implications of taking into account

spoken interaction in a general theory of language and in

language pedagogy.
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I.I. The notion of "pragmatics"

In the first place, in order ta reach a clear enough

definition of pragmatics to enable the study of specific aspects

of language, it is necessary first to delimit in a way as precise as

possible the scope of the concept as used in the present

research. Hie tsrm pragmatics has its etymological origin in the

Greek word pragma, which means acting, action, activity. In this

tense, the phenomena studied by this discipline have to do with

human action in general. However, the present research will be

circumscribed tu those human actions in which language is the

main instrument In this sente our understanding of t ht notion

fits in with the philosophical tradition of Wittgenstein, Austin

and Searle and Habe r mas at her than with the tradition of the

first scholars who used the concept, i.e. Peirce and Morris, for

whom the field of study of pragmatics included any aspect of the

many possible semiòtic «ysteins that had to do with context and
use.

The second point to be made is that following Chomsky

( 198(): 224) we conceive the notion of linguistic competence as

involving two different kinds of knowledge. On the one hand,

there is the knowledge of the potential forms, combinations an*1

meanings of the different component! of the linguistic system,

which is known as grammatical competence. On the other hand,

there is the "knowledge of the conditions and manner of
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appropriate us«, in conformity with various purposes"; this would

be the urea covered by pragmàtic competence. Chomsky's

definition of pragmatic competence succeeds in capturing two of

the "most proirmmg" aspects for a definition of pragmat;cs

(Levinson Iv83- 32): (i) tat study of those aspects of meaning

not captured in a semantic theory based on truth-conditions; (¡i)

the study of the relations between language and context that a,e

essential to explain the process of verbal communication.

In spite of Chon.sky's dichotomy between grammatical and

pragmatic compétence, it is important ui clarify that when we

talk of two different types of competence we do not want to

suggest that language acquisition, and language use in general,

involves the learning and handling of two discrete systems of

rules, one independent from the other. On the contrary, since

language is never acquired détache,, .rom a specific context of

use, grammatical competence and pragmatic competence should

be viewed as two different perspectives from which to approach

the study of language (Verschueren 1987). On the one hand,

there is a purely descriptive, structural approach based on a

concept of language as an innate biological function of the

mind. The aim of this approach is to provide a description of

language based on a series of rules with the lowest degree of

complexity and the highest explanatory power. On the other

hand, there is what Verschueren calls the pragmatic perspective.

According to this author, pragmatics must not be considered as

the upper level of linguistic competence which is to account for
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•11 those «spects M grammatical competence that have been left

unexplained. Rather, it involves conceiving language use in

terms of the rote of languit in the lives of huuuo beings

(cognition, society, culture). Using language, for Verschueren,

involves making linguistic choices, (i) more or less consciously,

(li) for linguistic or extralinguistic reasons, (iii) at every level of

linguistic structure, and (iv) from variety-internal options or

from options arising from socially, geographically, and/or

functionally distributed types of variation. This is the definiton

of pragmatics which must be assigned to the title of this

dissertation: a study of language use from the point of view of

the options available to the speaker at the moment of uttering a

segment of talk, and bearing in mind the motivations and the

consequences of making a specific choice. It is worth pointing

out that the two perspectives are not incompatible as ways of

describing the same sort of product: language. Thus, the same

stretch of language is susceptible to being described in two

different ways: (i) as the product of an underlying innate mental

rule organising sounds to convey certain information; and (ii) as

the product of ute speaker's efforts to adapt to context,

understood from a very inclusive point of view.

In the fourth place, this notion of pragmatics is based on

an idea of context which incorporates (i) the spatial and

temporal parameters of the speech event, (ii) the identities,

beliefs, intentions, states and knowledge of the participants and

of the rest of the members of the speech community in which
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the speech event takes place» and (iii) the linguistic or discourse

environment.

I J. Communicative competence

ComnMBicative coaipctciict and spoktn i attraction

The concept of communicative competence has been very

often associated with spoken interaction. D. Hymes, the

anthropologist who first introduced this concept in response to

the notions of lingüístic competence and performance proposed

by Chomsky, uses the following words to justify the need to

explain language in a different framework to Chomsky's

linguistic competence:

We have ihco to account for ike fact lîial a child acquires
knowledge of KMcaccs, noi only u grammatical, but also as
appropriate. He or she acquires competence as to «fc*a to speak,
«AM awt, Mi M I* »hat I« talk ahe«l with wh«*, whta, where,
ta «eat ••••er. In short, a child becomes able lo accomplish a
repertoire of speech acts, to take part in speech events, and to
evaluate their iccomplishmcal by others. (1971: 277; my
emphasis)

The same emphasis on spoken interaction is found in

Gumperz ( 1982a: 209), a sociolinguist who worked very closely

with Hymes, when he defines communicative compcieiuce as "the

knowledge of linguistic and related communicative conventions

that speakers must have to ertalt and sastafn conversational

coopération (my emphasis).



It is neccswiry to mention, however, that whenever applied

linguists have become interested in the process of learning a

language, they adopt the more general concept of use or

communication instead of concentrating exclusively on spoken

interaction. Thus, we find definitions of communicative

competence like the following two: (i) "the underlying systems

of knowledge and skills required for communication" (Canale

and Swain 1980, cited in Canale 1983: 5); (ii) "It (communicative

competence] is now the recognized goal of language instruction

for students to acquire not on!y the lexicon, syntax, and

phonology of the target language but also the rules for the

appropriate use of these linguistic resources." (Wolfson 1983:

82).

The reason for the study of spoken interaction as one of

the best means to uncover the kind of tacit knowledge social

members possess in order to communicate is that »t is in the

everyday encounters where the social and cultural premises

ruling a social group become more apparent. This is a fact that

was already pointed out in 1932 by the anthropological linguis»

E.Stpir(1932: 151):

The true locus of cwhurc is in tkc iaicttuiou oí £prcific
iodiviut!«.'* and, OB Ike subjective side, IB the world of Kcaaiap
Mick suck one of these iadividiuis may unconsciously abstract
CM himself fro« his participation in these inicrauiun*.

Apart from the theoretical grounds for taking veihal

interaaio is as the basis for the description of communicative
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competence, tber« li siiíl • methodclofical reason which

justifies the relevance o1" this type of communication. This has to

do with the nature of t f t knowledge involved in communicative

competence and the my* in which it is implemented, both of

which are not readily accessible to our cwn introspection. This

knowledge has to be inferred through the dialysis of the

outcomes of actual communicative events. It is only through the

detailed study of the st*t*:tures and patterns in a conversation

that the analyst is able to corroborate t hi; felicity of his/her

inferences about their function (Schiffrin 1988: 251).

1.2.2. Communicative conpttence as learned strategics

The term conversational strategies has been frequently

used in the interlanguige literature referring to the devices

second-language learners develop in order to avoid breakdowns

in communicating in the target language (Corder 1967, Nemser

1971, Selinker 1972). Our use of the term will place special

emphasis on the goal, that is, on the devices used to make

communicHtion as smootl am! effective m possible.

Miscommur Nation does not only appear when the rrNs of the

language system have not been completely internal̂ .' !cf.

Tarone, Frauenfeldrr and Selinker 1976). Very often

miscommunication uk¿s place when the speaker, in spite of

using the code correctly, does not succeed in conveying his/her
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attitude and/or purpose, or the addressee eues MM understand

the message the way it was intended. Since communication is a

cooperative enterprise, one must suppose that spetkers need to

adopt both productive and receptive strategies in their first and

second or third

"It is BOW Canty clear thai all language mer» mk»pi strategies tu
coavey their oeaaiBf. but we «" oaly able more or Ien rapidly to
perceive these whca the tpc*,. : is nul a native speaker.* (Conter

In talking about speakers planning certain actions to be

undertaken in order to reach a goal, it may also be useful to

draw i distinction between knowledge about appropriate actions

and knowledge about the appropriate ways of linguistically

encoc .£ those actions. This is the dist inction that Edmonson

(19Bla) establishes between 'social' and 'communicative'

competence respectively. Communicative competence, for

Edmonson, is concerned with the encoding, decoding and

sequencing of central communicative acts. This includes mastery

of the linguistic code (phonology, morphology, syntax, lexicon)

together with the function (speech act) expressed. However, the

use of this communicative competence depends on the

individual's social competence. What we mean by this is that

social competence conditions the decisions as to which rule ; of

communicative competence should be used in every specific

situation. The rules of social competence are as rigid, if not

more so, as «hose of communicative competence. They are fiied

by the norms of social behaviour operating in a particular
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speech community, which „ative speakers learn through the

process of education. People differ in the degree of social

competence they possess, and in this hierarchy the non-native

speakers 01 the language with little exposure to the life of toe

community are the most defenceless, SIM» their norms of social

behavior are those of the community where they were educated.

The way he understands language use can be schematically

represented in the following way:

rIco
MMUNÏCATim

COMPETENCE J

SOCIAL >

COMPETENCE

[LINGUISTIC:|

CODE

FUNCTIONS
^

pragnalicallv

adéquate)

SITUATION

(laifuafle

titiuiioaally

appropriate)

The same distinction between communicative and social

competence is emphasized by Romaine (1984: 3):

Srace l here we SOM aspeen of coaipeteace »hick are
purely liafuiMk thu Mien, M is iaporiaM MM lo coaflale a

oí which the foriaer it part.

Although these norms of social behavior in some cases

seem of a purely ritualistic nature in the sense that they convey
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very hu!? referential meaning, their absence may be

'catastrophic* in teras of »be outcome of the conversational

event (Ferguson 1976). It might be seen by the members of the

community as an attempt to break the social harmony.

IJ. Hie linguistic interest in spoken interaction

1 J.I. Sociolingüístics and spoken interaction

Sociolingüístics as a field in the science t." language is

probably as old as linguistics itself (I am thinking of linguistics

as an independent discipline, and of Ferdinand de Saussure as

its founder). One only needs to think of the numerous

dialectologie in the XlXth century to realize that there has

always been a preoccupation to describe a language as it is

actually used and in terms of the community of speakers using

it. In the mid-6l)s and early 70s people like Labov in the U.S.

and Trudgill in Great Britain started to look at language

variation and how it related to social rather than geographical

variables (Labov 1967, 1973; Trudgill 1972,1974). At present,

there seems to be a great deal of emphasis on the relationship

between language and gender as a social variable (McConnel-

Ginet ft ai. 1980).

In spite of efforts like those mentioned above, it was

mainly through the work of anthropologists like Hymes and



sociologists like Garfinkel that »he fact that "language is Mit

simply • mean of communicating information but also • means

of establishing and maintaining relationships with other people*

(Trudgill 1986:13) was seen as a key area of systematic analysis

for all those who wanted to understand the nature of language.

They also postulated that it b mainly through spoken interaction

that this aspect of language can best be appreciated.

The main effort of most of the research on spoken

interaction in the area of sociolingüístics has been concentrated

on finding regularities in conversation which would allow the

formulation of a 'theory of language variation'. The linguistic

output by two or more people in a social encounter is seen as

the product of their individual characteristics together with the

respective goals they expect to achieve through the interaction,

and all this taking place in a specific context/situation. These

three components (i.e. individual characteristics, goals and

context/situation of the speaker) are the variables according to

which the speaker will adopt one set of strategies or another,

that is, strategies which will make his/her contributions effective

and socially acceptable as well.

Among the speaker's individual characteristics we can

distinguish between ascribed and acquired features. Ascribed

features are those over which the individual has the least control

because they are assigned by birth (e.g. age, sex, ethnicity and

region). Acquired characteristics depend on the individual's
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process of socialization (e.g. rote, status, personality features

and experiential knowledge), tie variable 'function' refers to

the purpose of the speaker in approaching the other person (e.g.

to ask for something, to appear sociable, etc.) and, also, to the

outcomes of the interaction. By context/situation we mean the

physical reality in which the speech event h taking place. The

components of this variable are (i) 'the setting' (spatial and

temporal parameters), (ii) 'the addressee' (the other

participants in the interaction, with all their ascribed and

acquired individual characteristics), ( i t i ) 'the medium' (the

discursive context and the channel of communication), and (iv)

the socio-cultural context in which the interaction is taking

place.

SITUATION

- telling

ÎFEAKE5-1

medium
society, culture

LANGUAG

SYSTEM

SPEAKER

- escribed features

- acquired féal «res

* cJ I Is
CON VERSATION AÜ—/OUTPUT]

STRATEGIES j ( )

(FUNCTION)

The variable« affecting the choice of strategies are not

independent of each other and, as will be seen in the analysis of
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the datt, they may influence one another. Thus, we might htve

the case where 1he status of the addressee has 'forced' a change

of topic or purpose, or viceversa, a case where the addressee is

chosen in terms of the purpose nf the speaker.

132. Spoken i·ttracllM la a teatral theory of language

The interest in spoken interaction in the field of linguistics

appears m a reaction to the scnicoce-unit model used in

Generative Grammar. There is a progressive awareness that in

order to achieve a valid explanation for certain linguistic

phenomena the notion of context must be incorporated into a

theory of language (Bernárdez 1982). Context includes both the

linguistic and extralinguistic reality surrounding the unit of

speech which is the object of study.

The division between linguistic and extralinguistic context

seems to be very significant when defining and evaluating

different approaches to language use. Ethnography of

communication and pragmatics study the relationship between

language and socio-cultural patterns and situational features

respectively, whereas discourse analysis and textual linguistics

temi to concentrate on the mechanisms through which a

segment of speech (larger than the sentence) becomes a unit in

itself with a characteristic structure.
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in making a distinction between textual analysis and

discourse analysis, Bernárdez (1982) nates the fact that textual

analysis it confined mainly to continental Europe and in most

cases constitutes an extension of the T-G theoretical framework

to account for larger units of language. Discourse analysis, on

the other hand, has developed an empirical approach to the

study of the spoken text rather than a theoretical one.

Furthermore, there is a shift from deductive to inductive

explanation.

Conversation is nothing but text, in which structure and

unity appear as clearly as in written text. The difference in the

case of conversation is that it allows for the opportunity to

check the effectiveness of the attempts of both speaker and

listener to organize their communication. The outcome of the

conversation will depend on how successful they are in carrying

out this organizing task. Communication can fail for several

reasons - lack of mastery of the linguistic code, non-shared

social background, deficiencies of channel, etc. - but one very

important cause of miscommunicaiion is the inability to

implement structure on a text. Widdowson (1979) remarks the

importance of structure in discourse by resorting to the

distinction between cohesion and coherence.
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RULES
(Ike speaker's kaowiedfe
of the language code)

P- -CEDURES
(use of rules in K!ml

lunicatioo)

RULES OF USAGE
(liafuislk competence
in the Chomsky» tense)

RULES OF USE
(knowledge of speech acts)

COHESION

(related to rules oi usage)

COHERENCE
(related to rates of use;
illoculiooary development

„ of discourse)

The study of conversation in discourse analysis emphasizes

the set of devices the individual has available to impose

structure on language, thereby facilitating or enhancing the

effectiveness of communication. As a final observation on the

pertinence of conversational analysis in a general theory of

language, it might be interesting to see what a linguist like

Charles C. Fillmore (1979) says about this issue:

'li is obvious, I thick, that • theory of grammar must be infoimcd
by a theory of conversation. (...) a theory of conversation must
necessarily lake into account the functions of utterances." (p.4)

and he goes on to say:

"I think of the grammarian s job as that of discovering and
describing the elements, the structures, the processes, and the
constraints which are somehow made available to the language
wer as instruments for communicating, bal l Rad myself more



AM) «ore leading toward tí» uudy of to» asd for what purposes
ud to what teiiiap people 'me' (heir grimairs.* (p.ll)

1JJ. Spoken interaction in language teaching

So far we have seen that fot someone to be

conversationally competent he/she needs to have three kinds of

knowledge:

í i) The grammar of the language (linguistic competence).

(ii) The functions that can be expressed with that grammar

(communicative competence).

(iii) The appropriate situation for each function and its possible

expressions (social competence).

One last component of conversational competence is the

'skill* to make conversation flow smoothly without any

uncomfortable periods and, at the same time, cause a positive

outcome. Some of the aspects involved in this last component

are studied by the discourse analyst, but others must be

approached from disciplines like social psychology or speech and

communication. The most important aspects covered at this

level are: (i) coherence devices, (ü) turn distribution, (iii) genre

distribution (e.g. joking, story telling, teaching...), (iv) stage

transition (e.g. from the discussion stage to the leave-taking

stage), (v) silence/communication-b»eakdown avoidance, and

(vi) enhancing of effectiveness.
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A very simple way of summarizing what conversational

competence consists of is Scarce I la's definition (Scarcella 1983:

175): "the ability to participate in conversation*. The importance

of the word participate in this defintion is better understood if

verbal interaction is considered as a ritual (Goffman 1981),

stressing the fact that what speaker and listener do are

specialized acts with very definite meaning for others.

"The movements luokft, and vocal sounds we mal» as an
unintended hy-product of speaking and listening never seem to
remain innocent * (Hoffman 1981:2)

A central question in conversational analysis and

sociolingüístics is to what extent rules and norms are universal.

Ervm-Tripp (1972) and Grice (1975) propose that certain

aspects of conversation are universal. Fraser, Rinter and Walters

(1980) go M> far as to say that besides the fact that every

language makes available to the user the same basic set of

speech acts, every language makes available the same set of

strategies, and the only significant difference is as to when a

particular speech act is used and with what strategies. Contrary

to these assumptions we have studies such as Scollon and

Scollon (1981) which show that interaction may change

dramatically from one ethnic group to another; examples are

given of the difference in which interaction •§ approached by

Anglo-Saxon and Athabtskan cultures, including aspects such as

presentan«^ of self, distribution * talk, information structure

and organization of content. StUi centered around the speech
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ac* model (Blum-kulka 1983, Wiertbicka 198$) also point the

faç: that there is a specific 'cultural logic' for every community

GÍ speakers and that languages might differ both in the

expectations of their speakers (i.e. the eiistence of certain

speech acts) and in the actual realization of a speech act (i.e.

semantic formula, linguistic realization, and potential

iUocutionary force).

After a review of the studiss done in this direction it seems

safe to conclude that whiie universal tendencies undoubtedly

exist for many aspects of conversation (for example, it is often

said that all languages have procedure» for entering into and

sustaining conversation» the conventions underlying these

procedures may vary greatly from one society to another.

If we agree that conversational competence has different

characteristics in every culture we need to think about the

possibility of transfer1 of some of these features into another

culture. Although the phenomenon of language transfer in

second language acquisition has been rejected by some scholars

(Burt and Du lay !983), it becomes very cumbersome to analyze

and explain the learner's interianguage without taking language

1 See Odlm I l'»KV) fur • review of the different a^pecti of language

traufer lo te ukco into account in language teaching.
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transfer into consideration, especially when it comes to

communicative and social competence. The idea of cultural

interference was already pointed out by Lado (1951) and is

presently the focus of attention of a great deal of research under

the name of 'cross-cultural communication .

In their attempts to come up with a taxonomy of errors at

the level of what they call pragmatics, Riley (1984) and Thomas

(1983) Jearly s>iow the importance of transfer. Actually, alS the

errors they mention can be traced back to the speaker's native

culture. I conducteu some preliminary observations on this

subject by means of asking native and non-native speakers about

problems they have noticed when interacting. I include below

three of the answers obtained:

He notado que cuando saludo a un norteamericano se queda ua
poco sorprendido por mi manera calurosa de hacerlo, (Tercsita,
aa Argentinian »ho had been i« the U S. for two mont it i)

A aalivr tpeaker of Arabic came to the office to «sk. me to du
something aid all the time he kept saying li u your duly to...*.
Thai made ne very upset Later I realized that the expression in
Arabic is a kit feu imposing than ia English (Richard, Director
of Office of International Students)

1 weet to a restaurant with one of my students and waea the
waitress came he said "I'm to buogry I could eil you*. He was just
trying to be «ice to her but the waitress got very mad, (Ivy,
American teacher of Engl _a to foreign students in the U S )

Valdes (cd ) im
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It should be clear by now that each culture imposes its

general sociological-patterns on interaction and that these are

very easily transferred into snother language (and culture). The

questions that arise at this point are: (i) do language educator«

need to worry about this? and, if so, (ii) does the analysis of

actual conversations among native speakers take us any further

toward the goal of learning and understanding their language

and their culture?

The fact that communication involves more than the mere

mastery of new vocabulary, syntax and phonology was already

recognized and applied to teaching methodology by Stevick in

1971 (Stevick 197 í ) when he postulated his socio-topical matrix

in which speaker, role and subject were added to the usual

linguistic components of the language lesson. Paulston and

Bruder (1976) suggest that in second-language instruction

proficiency in social usage is equally important as proficiency in

linguistic usage. Studies in first-language acquisition have

proved that children's pragmatic competence develops with

language and that one is not separate from the other (Loveday

1982, Romaine 1%4, Schieffeling and Ochs 1987). As Thomas

(1983) points out, we cannot expect the adult learner of a

second language to absorb pragmatic norms just by being

exposed to the target language as in first-language acquisition.

In order to provide the learner with the potential to make the

appropriate choice in another culture we need to make explicit

the communicative and social rules of the community. The
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answer to the firu question in the previoui piragriph is, then,

affirmative.

The idea that conversation is possibly the best tool to teach

communicative rules ami social norms affecting verbal

communication can be explained summarizing the arguments

that have been mentioned above:

(i) Each conversational event takes places in a situation

occurring within the everyday life of the community, with

participants who are representative of several social roles.

(ii) Since conversation is nothing but a social encounter, it must

follow some socially agreed principles or conventions that make

it efficient and effective.

( i i i ) Conversation provides the best means to check both

illocutionary intent and appropriacy by looking at the reactions

of the addressee.

(iv) The fact that conversation K nothing but a text created by

the joint cooperation of two or more people allows us to go into

the analysis of the ways in which one person's utterances

succeed or fail in the construction of meaning.

The relevance of these arguments can be seen in the

theoretical framework proposed by Munby (1978; 21-27), one of

the first who attempted to apply the communicative approach to

language teaching methodology. He distinguishes the following

parameters:
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1. Sociocultunl orientation: la this parameter Im includes the

following considerations: (i) there is not a perfect, ideal

language competence but different and relative competences in

heterogenous speech communities; (ii) to know when something

is systemicaHy possible is not enough, it is necessary to know the

rules of use and language features appropriate to the relevant

social context; and (lit) the teaching must be based on the

learner's requirements in terms of communicative mode and

activities and the relationships between him/her and his/her

interlocutors.

2. Sociosemantic orientation: The basis of linguistic knowledge

consists of translating options of behaviour into options of

linguistic form.

3. Discourse orientation: The performance of communicative

acts takes place at the Sevel of discourse, and, therefore, the

learner must know the rhetorical rules of use that govern the

patterning of such acts.

It is not difficult to realize at this point that real verbal

interactions provide an excellent source of data for the three

orientations mentioned above.



The iivdy of tpofcci iotcractkw

C HAPTER II: THE STUDY OF SPOKEN

INTERACTION

2.0. Introduction

In this chapter I will review the most significant attempts

to describe and explain verbal interaction which have emerged

in the second half of the present century. The common

characteristic of these approaches, and what distinguishes them

from other antecedents, is that for the first time they undertake

the task of describing whole natural interactions rather than

fragments of them.

At the same time, however, one must reckon the

importance of works dealing with language and communication

previous to those studied in the present chapter. Classical

rhetorics1 i§ probably the first example of the preoccupation to

understand the ways in which language becomes human action

1 See Cols tl a/. ( 19W) for • more complete review »f ihc «auccdcnlb

i> I be iludy of verbal interaction.
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if capable of triggering different reactions on human beings.

In uie XVIIIth century, linguists likt Herder and Humboldt

suggest the intimate connection between a language and its

users' w»y of thinking, culture, and conception of the world.

Humboldt's ideas will be later taken up by anthropological

linguists like Boas, Sapir and Whorf in the first half of the XXth

century. The dtalectologists of the second half of the XlXth

century contribute to the study of natural language by showing

the complexity of linguistic variation.

Despite the dominant structural approach to language in

the first half of the XXth century, it is necessary to mention the

work of structural linguists like the Russians Bakhtin and

Jakobson and the French Benveniste, who already saw that a

proper description of language would need to lake into account

its basic communicative function. In Great Britain it is worth

mentioning the work of the anthropologist Malinowski, who had

a great influence on the British linguist Firth and his

formulado" of a contextual theory of meaning. Wittgenstein and

Austin in the discipline of philosophy also produce their main

body of work in this first half of the century, proposing an

analysis of language as human action. This point of view will be

inherited by other philosophers such as Searle and G r ice.

The first approach to the study of verbal interaction that I

will consider in this chapter is that of sociolingüístics, placing

special emphasis on an approach known as
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functional/interactional sociolingüístics, which is represented

mainly by the work of Gumperz. His analysis of language us« is

based on the concept of inference, understood as a process

involving "hypothesis-uke tentative assessments of

communicative intent" assigned to different levels of speech

production: prosody, paralinguistic signs, code choice, and

lexical forms and formulaic expressions (Gumperz 1989: 1-2).

The second approach to be examined is known as

conversation analysis. Its proponents are a group of sociologists

known as cthnomethodologists. Their goal is to describe the

"methods persons use in doing social life" (Sacks 1984b: 21).

They reject any a priori theorizing and categorization about

interaction, and the descriptive categories they use are those of

the participants in the interaction.

Discourse analyst is the third perspective from which

verbal ntcraction has been analysed. It is usually associated with

a group of linguists known as the Birmingham school. They are

the direct inheritors of the structural appro«., h applied tu the

analysis of isolated sentences, and their task may be summarized

as an attempt to construct a grammar of talk based on a basic

set of categories and concatenation rules which are used to

generate a large number of structures (Coulthard 1981).

The fourth attempt so ¿escribe and explain verbal

interaction is known as the ethnography of speaking, with its

practitioners coming mainly from the field of anthropology.



Their foam of research to the discovery of "patterns of variation

across socio-cultural contexts" as well as "the knowledge that

participants in verbal interaction need ami display in order to

communicate successfully with one ¿mother" in a given culture

(Duranti 1988: 210-213). The numerous points of contact

between the anthropological approach to verbal infraction and

that of interactional sociolingüístics can be seen in volumes such

as Gumperz and Hymes 1972 or Pride and Holmes 1972; despite

the inclusion of the terms 'sociolingüístics' in their titles we find

articles by anthropologists working within the framework of the

ethnography of speaking. The difference between the two

approaches seems to be connected more with the academic

adscription of the respective scholars than with their basic

conceptions of verbal interaction. From a chronological point of

view, the anthropologists were the first to pay attention to

verbal interaction, and the sociolinguists borrowed their method

of analysis.

To sum up, verbal interaction has been studied from

different perspectives, each pursuing an understanding of

different aspects of human reality. Whereas sociolinguists and

anthropologists are interested in those aspects that contribute to

defining a speech community as different from others,

sociologist!» and linguists seek a description of a structure (with

a social or linguistic basis) which can account for the way

everyday interactions are organized.
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Sociolingüístic studies caá be classified into tira different

groups depending on the sociological conceptions of the analyst.

OB the one hand, we have a group known as correlative s'.^dies,

which conceive social organization as a set of values, norms,

roles, etc. which have an external reality (Turner 1974), ami

these are determined by categories such a« socio-economic

statut, place of birth, membership of groups, age, sei, etc. An

alternative approach to social theory is offered by a group of

works classified as functional studies. For the sociolinguists

working in this direction it is less important to look at objective

social reality (if this exists at all) than to the methods and

efforts that people use to actively and continually create and

sustain for each other the 'presumption* that the social world

has a real character (Turner 1974).

2.1.1. Correlative sUdies

The object of correlative studies is to seek the correlation

between 'facts* of social order and features of talk described as

rules which determine normal or deviant verbal behaviour. In

this correlation the social categories are treated as the

independent variables (i.e. their presence or absence does not

depend on other factors) and the linguistic ones as dependent
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(i.e. « the effect or result of the presen« or absence of certain

social variable;,).

This basic assumption has very important consequences in

the choice of data to be analyzed, the methodology to be used

ami the results to be obtained. Usually a great deal of attention

is paid to phonological and grammatical features and bow they

display constant patterns of stylistic and social stratification.

Thtse patterns reflect socially determined differences in the

speech behaviour of speakers, particularly in reprd to age, sex,

social class and ethnic membership. The notation of these

differences in variable rules makes it possible to describe speech

variation and linguistic change formally.

It is obvious that in order to attain those goals any means

of eliciting language from a speaker will be valid as long as the

language reflects the 'vernacular* way of speaking (Labov 1984).

Methods of eliciting speech go from the written questionnaire

to the tape-recording of actual conversation. Other methods of

obtaining sociolingüístic data are tests to discover the social

attitudes to certain codes (Lambert l%7). u technique borrowed

from social psychology in which informants« are made to react to

the same output by different speakers, interviews,

participant/non-participant observation, role-play, etc. Of all

these methods, however, the questionnaire and the interview are

those used more thoroughly than others for two main reasons.

The questionnaire offers a b¡|h statistical validity due to its
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character. The interview, on the Oiher hand, white

providing a systematic AMÍ controlled framework of analysis,

provides ihe opportunity of collecting firs: html data, thereby

increasing the reliability factor (Shveitser 1986).

Most of the correlative studies have been done using these

two techniques. Thus, Labov's programme of studying the

stratification of English in New York City (Labov 1967) was

carried out by means of interviewing and tape-recording a total

of 122 subjects previously classified systematically in terms of

ethnic group and social class. In his study of social class

differentiation in the use of English in Norwich Trudgill used

very similar techniques (Trudgill 1974). Other examples of the

use of interviewing techniques are evident in Wolfram (1969),

Fishman (1971), and Milroy (1981). Questionnaires, on the

other hand, have been widely used in dialectological studies with

the aim of preparing linguistic atlases. An example of this kind

of work is Shuy'i investigation of American dialects (Shuy

1967). Krysin and his associates (e.g. Krysin 1974) employed the

same technique to investigate forms of standard Russian

different in their stylistic connotation and in their relative

frequency.

Ture!! (19Ü) offers an excellent review of the

sociolingüístic studiei in Catalonia. Apart from its thoroughness

in terms of works cited, the interest of the article lies mainly in

the fact that she includes and comments on the only two studies



proposing a correlation oetween linguistic valables aad social

categories from the point of view of the variable rule (Labov

1%6, 1972), which allows ihe incorporation of probabilistic

information about the presence of a linguistic feature. . A

different approach to variation is offered in Turell (1985a, b), in

which the author concentrates on the usage of self-reference

pronouns in Catalan and Spanish to exercise social power and

control.

2.1 J. Functional studies

A different way of approaching social theory can be found

in the writinp of Gumperz. In the introduction to a volume

edited by Hymes and himself (1972), he acknowledges the

influence of sociologists like Goffman, Garfinkel and Cicourel.

His basic point is that sociological variables such as status and

role are not permanent qualities of the speaker. Rather they are

constantly created and destroyed by means of linguistically

encoded meanings. He identifies concepts like status and role

with those of phonemes and morphemes in the sense that they

can be isolated in the analyst's decription of language use, i.e.

they are encoded linguistically, and they are always perceived in

specific contexts. Gumperz's point of view can be appreciated in

the following quotation in which the two main points of his

conception are mentioned: (i) linguistic variability must be
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analyzed in terms of speaker*' goals and not ia terms of their

sociological adscription; (ii) interaction must be the starting

point of sociolingüístic analysis.

There is a aeed for • wcbliafuistk theory which «ccouats for the
coBBttakalm. fuactioas of liafuislic variability tad lot its
relation to spc liter's goals without reference to uatettable
fuactioaalist assusnptioas about coafonaity or non-coafortaaacc
to closed systeau of aorots. Siacc speakiaf b iateractiag, such a
theory must uliiauteSy draw Ht basic postulates fro« what we
kaow about ialcraction. (Guaiperz 1982a: 29)

A basic methodological tool in functional studies is that of

the linguistic repertoire, which refers to all the linguistic

resources available to the members of a speech community. The

concept is useful to account for the selection speakers make of

all the possible options in particular situations. Through this

concept sociolinguists are also able to describe the way in which

the selection of a variable is not only dependent on the

connotations it has by itself (paradigmatic selection) but also on

the previous selection of variables (syntagmatic selection). It is

because of this fact that we can speak of different codes, styles,

varieties, dialects or languages.

The work by Qumperz in bilingualism and interethnic

communication it probably the best example of the applications

of the functional approach in sociolingüístics (Gumperz 1966,

1982a, 19826; Gumperz and Hernandez-Chavez 1971). In all

these investigations the researcher observes the interactions
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directly without taking part in them, la otter cues the

researcher takes an active role in the event, whether as

interviewer (Ervin-Tripp 1964) m m just another member of the

social group around which the interaction is organised (Tannen

1984). In Catalonia it is necessary to mention the studies of

Ctlsamigiia and Tusón (1980, 1914), Tusón (19%) and Boix

(1990), studying the communicative norms which govern the

choice of Catalan and Spanish in interactions among youngsters

from the metropolitan area of Barcelona, and Nussbaum (1990),

a stuuy of French-Catalan-Spanish code-switching among

language educators in & training session.

The common feature in all these studies is the unstructured

way of collecting the data and the absence of a priori variables,

because it is precisely through the analysis of language variation

in terms of the participant's goals thai structure will emerge.
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2J. Conversation analysis

The main objective of Conversation Analysis «Cm»

henceforth) is the study of tape-recordings and transcripts of

natural conversations with the aim of discovering now membeis

of society achieve the ordinary tasks oí everyday life. One of the

main differences between 'conversation analysts' and

sociolingüista or social psychologists, for example, is the

exclusion of contextual factors as a source of explanation if they

are not explicitly evoked by the participants in the conversation.

The basis of this approach to interaction must be found in

the ethnomethodological model of social interaction.

Schematically, we could say that the three most important

statements of this model are: (i) every action by a societal

member ii meaningful; (ii) actors follow interactional rules

because to do otherwise may give rise to negative interactional

consequences; and (iii) rules do not determine conduct but

shape the actors' expectations of what is 'normal'.

2 Fol tf works such as Levinsoo (1983) tad Taylor »ad Cameron

(19H7), I MB basically rcfcrriog 10 the work of a group of

sociologists known as ciboonelhodologists (sec, for instance.

Atkinson and Heritage 1984). See alsc Heritage ( 19S4) for a review

«if l be theoretical basis of Ike approach.
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1 n connection with ihc analysis of actual verbal interaction,

the ^oik uf CA practitioners is characterized by three other

assumptions: (i) interacción it ¿tmcturally organized in teraii of

action-reaction; (ii) contributions to interaction are contextually

oriented; and (in) these two properties are inherent in the

detai's of interaction so that no order of detail can be dismissed

a priori, m disorderly, accidental or irrelevant (Atkinson and

Heritage 1984). It is through the study of the very specific

'practices' individuals use in conversation that one cao discover

the abstract resources and constraints bearing on the

organization of conversation. AS Schenkein ( 1978: 3) puts it, the

main emphasis is on the "interactional unfolding of the

conversation". As was said above, CA claims the independence

of the sequential organization of the interaction from the

immediate and M>cio-cultural context, arguing that these facts

should only be taken into account when the participants

explicitly refer to them.

In CA, conversational units are not defined a priori as is

the case with other approaches to interaction. They are

"dependent on the specification of the conversational rules to

which speakers 'orient* in constructing sequences of such units"

(Talbot and Cameron 1987: 117). This is what is known as the

principle of sequential accountability. Thus, for instance, we can

only speak of a segment of talk being analyzed as a request if it

appears in a sequential context where the utterance is explicitly
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acknowledged by the participants as being • «-equest. Scbegloff

.* 14) summarizes «he issue ic the following words:

(.. ) one trouble with such • view (i.e. ibc primary ot Iin»,-Uiic
for« in tac snierpr -talk» of the faction of uttet aoce*| it tfcac il
ire»a •• utterance s syntactic for» M • Tirsi' feature about it,
beice fam§ fttít. AwJ IB tac tradition«! practice 3! liâtuitu, M
well at of tradition*: language pbilMopB«.rs, i& «Uek (ioale
KBicacet we (tic) aoroul HBIU of aaaly«u. t^b may well be the
CMC. But in ibc real worîd of conversai.* a, it M not. Mo«;
ceatrally •• utteraace wifl «car some place acqucatially. Most
obvioutly, escepi for ioilial utleraacet. il mil txxur after some
other utterance or sequence of ulterasces with whkii M will have,
u some f jbion, to deal and wbkh will be rclevaBl to its analysis
for copanicipants. Lest obviously, but «ore importantly, it (and
here initial utterances are not excepted) may occur in a
structurally dcFined place in conversation, in which case its
structura! location aw have attached to its slot » set of '»atures
that may overwhelm its syntactic or prosodie structure in primacy.

The second principle on which CA methodology is founded

is that of the sequentitd architecture of intenubjectiviiy. According

to this principle, through a turn of speech a participant in the

conversation displays his/her understanding of the previous turn

and, at the same time, allows the addressee to check whether

his/her previous turn was correctly interpreted or not. This is

the sense in which conversation, as opposed to monologue, can

be said to "offer the analyst an invaluable analytical resource: as

each turn is responded to by a second, we find displayed in that

second an analysis of the first by its recipients" (Levinson 1983:

321). The alternative of bating the analyst's description on the

orientations of the participants is defended by Schegloff in a

fairly recent article (Schegloff 1988) as a possible non-arbitrary
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solution to «void the influence of the investigator's values,

ideology or presupposition in the domain of the social sciences.

In t ne saffls inicie m w?ll, Scheglcff states that only by joining

a description oí what people do with language to a description

of now they do i can we obtain an analysis of interaction.

2J. Discourse analysis

Among the besM nown representatives of this approach are

not only the members of .he 'Birmingham school' (Coulthard,

Sinclair, Montgomery, Stubbs, McTear) but also American (e.g.

Labov, Fanshel, Longacre) as well as European scholars (e.g.

Cosnier, Roulet, Cnaraudeau). Discourse analysis (DA,

henceforth) combines a functional with a structural approach as

the theoretical basis of their task. On the one hand, the units

that constitute conversation are defined by their function in the

discourse, and in this sense the model is influenced by the work

of Hal I ¡day. Function is defined as the product of the constraints

of (i) situation and of (ii) 'tactics' imposed upon a grammatical

structure. °!tuation includes "all relevant factors in the

environment, social conventions and the shared experience of

the participants" (Sinclair and Coulthard 1975: 28). Tactics can

be defined as the way in which the synt&gmatic patterns of

discourse are handled and how items precede, follow and are

related to each other. In order to exemplify this we can take the
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interrogative uttenoce "Ctn you open the door?", which ou

have two different functions depending on the spécifie linguistic

aiui «xtrtunguistic context:

SiOMfKM I Father and ton welching T.' The uoortell rings.

Father: Can yon opeo the door?
Son: Ok

Situation 2: Father anà um gotng nuo the House. The am is
comptauthg tibout a pum in k-s arm.

Fatntr: Can y»>u oiove ii?
Son: A little bit.
Father: Lei's see, en you opea the door?
See: No, 1 CM*!.
Father: I think we should gc »o see the dot;or.

We se i in these examples how the same grammatical

construction has two different functions. In the first case it is a

directive and the verb "can" is not used in its literal sense of

ability. In the second example, the construction is not a directive

but a real question aimed at evaluating the physical state of the

addressee.

The DA framework is a clear descendant of structuralism

or distributionalism (Harris, Pike), since discourse is conceived

as a hierarchical organization of units belonging to different

ranks, in which units of a given rank combine in predictable

structures to make a unit of the next rank in the organization.

This distributional criterion on be seen in Sinclair and

Cou 11 hard (1975), one of the most popular models used by
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discourse analysts which set wit to describe the linguistic

dynamics in the classroom. Initially, the model included only

two ranks, utterance (or move) and exchange. The former is

defined as everything said by one speaker before another begins

to speak. The litter is defined as consisting of at least two

utterances (when the interaction involves two participants). As

discourse analysts struggled to show the relationship between

utterance and sentence, they were forced to recognize the

existence of an intermediate rank which they labelled act, using

Austin's notion of verbal action. The next unit immediately

below act fallí into a different level of linguistic description

which is that of syntax. At the other end of the scale we have

next to the exchange a unit called transaction, which consists of a

set of exchanges and which seems to be co-term,nous with topic

bot ndancs. This unit is typically marked by the use of linguistic

segments indicating a change in the subject of the conversation

(these signals are known a* 'frame', e.g. well, right, and 'focus',

e.g. 1 Mtd to ask you a favoyr). The largest unit is the lesson (or

interaction), which, though not definable in terms of a

predictable structure, is distinguishable owing to its initial and

final transactions (e.g. greeting and leave-taking). A schematic

representation of the hierarchical organization of discourse as

conceived by DA practitioners would be as follows:
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Since the basic aim of DA is to construct a grammar of talk

by means of hypotheses about rules of discourse, a necessary

concept of this approach is that of well-formedness. This concept

is borrowed from generative grammar in order to recognize

sequences of moves in discourse which do not respond to

speakers' expectations, and which, therefore, should be labelled

as ill-formed (Stubbs 1983). The analyst takes for granted that

speakers have clear intuitions about well-formed discourse

sequences in the same way as they have clear intuitions about

well-formed sentences. The notion underlying the concept of

well-formedness is that not every combination of symbols is

possible. Therefore, it becomes necessary to formulate a series

of rules constraining the distribution of units. These rules

should describe the speakers' tacit knowledge about discourse

and what they consider to be deviant behaviour.
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The study of spoàea

DA has received many criticisms because of (a) its lack of

flexibility to account for otter types of interactions outside the

classroom (Edmonson 1981, Burton 1981). (b) the danger of

describing use in terms of precise rules, thereby giving an

inaccurate picture of how people use language (Widdowson

1984), or (c) its premature categorization of linguistic segments

as 'functioning* in a specific «ray, and its tendency to généralité

by constructing axiomatic *ules of interaction (Levinson 1981,

1983).

2.4. The ethnography of speaking

The basic concept of the ethnography of speaking

(henceforth ES) is that of communicative competence, that is the

knowledge and skills a speaker needs in order to communicate

appropriately within a particular speech community. The

concept was proposed by H y mes in order to call attention to a

series of facts not tiken into account in the Chomskyan

definition of linguistic competence (Hymes 1971):

(i) Language is one of i number of aspects in which the

particular characteristics of a speech community are manifested.

(ii) Since language is the basic means of the members of a

speech community to organize social life there must be certain

rules of use without which the rules of grammar would be

useless .
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Hymes suggests that § linguistic theory must have an

answer to the following four questions if it is to be integrated

with a theory of communication and culture:

(i) Whether (Mid lo what degree) soivcthiog is formally
(ii) Whether (ud to what degree) »omet hing n feasible ta virtue
of the means of implementation available;
(iii) Whether and to «ant degree something is appropriate
(adequate, happy, successful) in relation to a conten in which it
is used and evaluated;
(iv) Whether (and to what degree) something is in fact done,
¿dually premie* and whcl ils doing emails. (1971: 281)

In order to account for these four aspects, Hymes proposes

three units of analysis: speech situation, speech event and speech

act. Speech situation refers to the non-verbal context within

which communication occurs. Speech event is the basic unit for

descriptive purposes and refers to "activities, or aspects of

activities, that are directly governed by rules or norms for the

use of speech" (Hymes 1972b: 56). The speech act is the third

unit of analysis, and it is generally co-terminous with a single

interactional function such as request, command, etc. It may

take a verbal or a non-verbal form.

Once the ethnographer has identified the different speech

events that occur in a certain speech community, he/she must

discover the structure of each of them. The analysis is based on

a description of the relevant components of any speech event

suggested by Hymes (1972b), and which, for mnemonical

convenience, he groups together in relation to the eight letters

of the word SPEAKING:
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(i) Setting aid scene. Setting refers to the physical

circumstances in which speech is produced. Scene has to do

with the way the members of the speech community conceive an

occasion of use.

(ii) Participants. A description of the participants must include

information such as age, sex, social background, life experience,

and role relationships. It is important to mention that besides

the addressw and the addressee this component includes a

potential audience.

(iii) Ends. Purposes are defined, on the one hand, in terms of

the conventionally recognized and expected outcomes of the

speech event by the members of the speech community. On the

other hand, the private goals of the individuals taking part in

the speech event are also included in the definition.

(iv) Act sequence. Under this label Hymes includes two

subcomponents: message form and message content. With the

former we pay attention to the grammatical and lexical

composition of individual utterances. Message content involves

mainly the concept oí topic or 'what is being talked about'.

(v) Key. It refers to the "tone, manner, or spirit" (Hymes 1972b:

62) in which a communicative act or event is performed (e.g.

formal/informal, mock/serious).

(vi) Instrumentalities. The concept refers to two types of choice

í ha t the speakers can make in terms of means of speaking. The

first choice has to do with the channel (e.g. oral, written, visual).



i

The second chote refers to the decision the speakers have to

make among the different languages/dialects/registers which

they can handle.

(vii) Noras of interaction aid interprétation. In order to

achieve successful communication, the participants in a speech

event must follow a seHes of norms that attach to speaking in

general or in that specific event (e.g. not interrupt). Norms of

interpretation involve the belief system of a community and it

has to do with the idiosyncratic meanings attached to specific

moves (e.g. use of filler * hesitating behaviour).

(viii) Genre. With the concept of genre Hymes refers to ways of

speaking recognized by the speech community and which are

characterized by the co-occurrence of lexical, grammatical,

prosodie and paralinguistic features, and which convey a social

meaning (e.g. sermon, lecture, gossip).

Ethnographers of speaking concentrate on the patterns of

variation across socio-cultural contexts, placing special emphasis

on the degree to which verbal perfuma nee can be culturally

predicted (Duranti I9K8: 211), Their starting point of analysis is

not necessarily a group of people who share the same language,

since this fact does not imply that they share the stme rules of

use and interpretation. It is because of this that the notions of

speech commuait)' and linguistic repertoire are introduced to refer

to a group of speakers sharing certain 'rules of speaking* (i.e.

the rules for interpreting and using one or more than one
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language/linguistic variety) through which they integrate aod, it

the same time, display their membership to a social group.

Another contribution of ES to the analysis of verbal

interaction it the incorporation of the idea of context. For the

ethnographers context i..dudes much more thin the immediate

physical environment of the interaction. The participants*

knowledge and conception of the communicative event and of

social life in general constitute an important aspect of context

which is known as cognitive context. But, most importantly, they

also consider m part of contest the institutional role of the

interaction within the social group, and in relation to the rest of

encounters which mtke up what is known as social life. It is in

this scr.j« that they resort to Malinowski's concept of "context of

situation" (Malinowski 1923).

In ES, as in CA, there is no a priori categorization of units

of talk. For this task the ethnographer re 1rs on the labels used

by the members of the speech community. One of the reasons

for this is that through folk categorization the analyst is capable

of obtaining a clear idea about the relevance of the interaction

in the life of the speech community. The other reason is to pay

tribute to the basic conception of cultural relativism and the

shaping force of cultural values and beliefs on the different

distribution of verbal resources and social meanings.

ES has also provided a great deal of information on how

children .cquire language. This has been possible through
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adequate methods and techniques to analyse the process of

language acquisition within its immediate social and cultural

setting (see, for example, Romaine 1984; Schieffelin and Ochs

1987). As Saville Troikc points out the ethnographers working

on this topic "ask questions about the nature of linguistic input

and sociolinguLtic training, how and for what purposes children

acquire particular communicative strategies, and how language

relates 10 the définition of stages in the life cycle and to

recognized role-relationships in the society* (1982: 205).

PS has had a most important influence in the development

of the communicative approach to language teaching.

Communicative competence has replaced linguistic competence

as the goal to be achieved. Concepts such as appropriacy,

situation, and rules of me have become essential guidelines along

which to prepare teaching materials (see, for example, Harmer

1983: 13-13). Little wood (1981: 6) states the four basic goals of

à communicative approach to language teaching:

(i) To develop skill in manipulating the linguistic system.

(ii) To distinguish between the linguistic forms and the

communicative functions that they perform.

(iu) To develop skills and strategies for communicating

meanings as effectively as possible in concrete situations.

(iv) To become aware of the social meaning of language forms.
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